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Sermon Overview: Many new agers, occultists & scientific
experts from around the world are predicting that a little over
4 years from now, all life on Earth could well come to an end.
Some are saying it will be humans that would set it off. Others
believe that a natural phenomenon will be the cause. And some
'religious folks' are saying it’ll be God himself who would press
the stop button. The following are some current arguments as
to why the world will end by the year 2012. #1) The Mayan
calendar... The first to predict 2012 as the end of the world were
the Mayans, a bloodthirsty race that were good at two things -building highly accurate astrological equipment out of stone
and human sacrifice. Thousands of years ago they managed to
calculate the length of the lunar moon as 329.53020 days, only
34 seconds out. Some say the Mayan calendar predicts that the
earth will end on December 21, 2012. #2&3) In recent years,
NASA has confirmed the existence of a massive planet that is
said to pass earth every 3600 years. It is postulated by many
that this (Brown Dwarf) Planet (Planet-X/NIBIRU) will near pass
earth DEC 22, 2012 and be the trigger for the Cataclysmic
Events/Planetary Pole Shift that we read of in Revelation and
Matt. 24. Lastly there is the occult legend that the ancient Maya
possessed 13 crystal skulls which, when united (in 2012), have
the power to save the Earth -- this heresy actually is what
inspired the latest Indiana Jones movie: The Kingdom of the

Crystal Skull. In this teaching we will attempt to look at all
these subject from a Biblical perceptive.

(**Warning for the most part these are not from Christian sources, this
is only being recommended for gleaning information about this
phenomenon)

Will The World Come To An End In 2012?Scientific experts from
around the world are predicting that five years from now, all life on Earth could
well come to an end. Some are saying it’ll be humans that would set it off. Others
believe that a natural phenomenon will be the cause. And the religious folks are
saying it’ll be God himself who would press the stop button. The following are
some likely arguments as to why the world would end by the year 2012. Reason
one: Mayan calendar... The first to predict 2012 as the end of the world were the
Mayans, a bloodthirsty race that were good at two things -- building highly
accurate astrological equipment out of stone and sacrificing virgins. Thousands
of years ago they managed to calculate the length of the lunar moon as 329.53020
days, only 34 seconds out. The Mayan calendar predicts that the earth will end on
December 21, 2012. Given that they were pretty close to the mark with the lunar
cycle, it’s likely they’ve got the end of the world right as well... Reason three: The
atom smasher... Scientists in Europe have been building the world’s largest
particle accelerator. Basically, its a 27 km tunnel designed to smash atoms
together to find out what makes the universe tick. However, the mega-gadget has
caused serious concern, with some scientists suggesting that it’s properly even a
bad idea to turn it on in the first place. They’re predicting all manner of deadly
results, including mini black holes. So when this machine is fired up for its first
serious experiment in 2012, the world could be crushed into a super-dense blob
the size of a basketball....
http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?title=The%20world%20will%20end%20in%2
02012,%20say%20experts&articleID=139440

Wormwood: Surviving
2012 and Planet X + UFO's,
Mars and Shapeshifting
(**Warning for the most part these are
not from Christian sources, this is only

being recommended for gleaning information about this phenomenon)
This 5-part video series offers a straightforward view of this coming human
event. Click the links below to view:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Threat
Scientific Proof
Historical Proof
Surviving the Flyby
Beyond 2012

http://yowusa.com/video/survivng/1.shtml
Alternate site to watch the above videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8S0bj76389U
COMET PLANET

In recent years, NASA confirms the existance of a massive, Comet Planet that is
said to pass earth every 3600 years. It is possible this Comet Planet (NIBIRU) will
near pass earth DEC 22, 2012 and be the trigger for the Cataclysmic Events that
we read of in Revelation and Matt:24.

The close passing of Earth by a massive Comet Planet (almost as large as
Jupiter) would place a powerful gravitational pull upon earth and could cause
POLAR SHIFT. The earth could flip on its axis and cause 1000 ft high tidal waves,
300 m.p.h. winds and trigger every earthquake and volcano on earth to erupt.
It is possible that eons ago, this Comet-Planet near passed earth and caused
POLAR SHIFT and The Great Flood of Noah's day. Again, this also sounds like the
cataclysmic Judgment we read in Revelation (16) and Isaiah (24) that shall come
upon the world that will follow Antichrist and murder for his father, Satan.

NASA and Planet X
YOWUSA.COM, 12-August-07
Marshall Masters--Update with Smoking Gun
Evidence!
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2007/planetx-2007-08b/1.shtml
Planet X: Zeta Report - The Passage
http://revver.com/video/581881/zeta-report-the-passage/
Safe Locations -- Is any spot on Earth safe when a pole shift oocurs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3bsw_beUx8&feature=related
Planet X - Mark Hazlewood on 1983 Planet X discovery featured in the planet X
Video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2885020279532414649
Are you ready: Nibiru or Planet X
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-3RLx_4Y5Y
PLANET X VIDEO at: http://www.planetxvideo.com/planetxvideo.php
The Return of Planet X: http://www.returnofplanet-x.com/index.asp
This also could heavily relate to the end of the Mayan Calendar in 2012 and the
plumed serpent Quetzalcoatl's predicted return. The book below (which I have
personally read and I know the author) is under the catagory of "Christian Fiction'
but I gives a very interesting interpretation of Quetzalcoatl from an endtime
standpoint and Biblical standpoint: http://www.ahrimangate.com/

Nephilim Stargates: The Year 2012 and the Return of the Watchers
"Dr. Horn has convinced me of a frightening, supernatural reality that I never
anticipated. 'Nephilim Stargates' is excellently researched and thoroughly

fascinating. I read it from cover to cover in one night... Those that do the same
should probably switch on as many lights in their house as possible and not be
alone at the time." David Flynn, author of Cydonia: The Secret Chronicles of Mars
READ MORE:
http://www.survivormall.com/index.asp?PageAction=VIEWPROD&ProdID=459
USA Today Asks: Does Maya Calendar Predict 2012 Apocalypse?
With humanity coming up fast on 2012, publishers are helping readers gear up
and count down to this mysterious — some even call it apocalyptic — date that
ancient Mayan societies were anticipating thousands of years ago. Since
November, at least three new books on 2012 have arrived in mainstream
bookstores. A fourth is due this fall. Each arrives in the wake of the 2006 success
of 2012: The Return of Quetzalcoatl, which has been selling thousands of copies
a month since its release in May and counts more than 40,000 in print. The books
also build on popular interest in the Maya, fueled in part by Mel Gibson's
December 2006 film about Mayan civilization, Apocalpyto. Authors disagree about
what humankind should expect on Dec. 21, 2012, when the Maya's "Long Count"
calendar marks the end of a 5,126-year era. Journalist Lawrence Joseph forecasts
widespread catastrophe in Apocalypse 2012: A Scientific Investigation Into
Civilization's End. Spiritual healer Andrew Smith predicts a restoration of a "true
balance between Divine Feminine and Masculine" in The Revolution of 2012: Vol.
1, The Preparation. In 2012, Daniel Pinchbeck anticipates a "change in the nature
of consciousness," assisted by indigenous insights and psychedelic drug use.
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2007-03-27-maya-2012_n.htm
Mexico's Crystals Skulls, From Reel To Real Life
There is a legend that the ancient Maya possessed 13 crystal skulls which, when
united, have the power to save the Earth -- a tale so strange and fantastic that it
inspired the latest Indiana Jones movie. Experts dismiss the hundreds of crystal
skulls around as fakes that were probably made by unscrupulous antiquities
traders in the 19th century. But even today Mayan priests worship the skulls and
real-life treasure hunters still search for them. The story of the skulls stretches
over continents and hundreds of years, and may be even more extraordinary than
the tale portrayed in the fourth installment of the Indiana Jones franchise.
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-crystalskulls82008jun08,0,3549594.story
Excerpt: Mayan 2012, Roswell, and the Return of the Watchers
It's interesting that trailers for the new Indiana Jones film contain overt
references to Roswell 1947 and the search for the Mayan Crystal skull. Seems
somebody in Steven Spielberg's camp has been reading the works of Tom Horn
and David Flynn (wait till they get a load of David Flynn's top secret new book,
due out later this year from Anomalos Publishing -- Temple at the Center of Time).
Meanwhile, check out this excerpt from Tom Horn's new book that could have
inspired the connection in the new Indiana Jones film

http://www.ahrimangate.com/excerpt162.htm
Crystal skulls really exist. True or false?
http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/story.html?id=7a1d2265-a6ed-4480-9aadee7f535ec5c0
Skull 'Find' Inspires Indiana Jones
It has evoked awe among believers and drawn scorn from skeptics, but there's
one irrefutable fact about a Canadian woman's controversial claim to have
discovered a crystal skull during a 1924 archeological dig in Central America: It
was the prime inspiration for the latest, long-awaited Indiana Jones movie, which
opens Thursday in theatres across North America. The late Anna Mitchell-Hedges
-- a Port Colborne, Ont., orphan who was adopted by British adventurer Frederick
Mitchell-Hedges in the early 1900s and died just last year at age 100 -- spent her
long life retelling the tale of her chance sighting of a glinting object amid Mayan
ruins in Belize.
http://www.canada.com/calgaryherald/news/story.html?id=127735d6-ee1f-491a8ff1-058506f0cc2e

